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Thank you for your interest in Assure Parking and we are eager to work with your team to aid in the 
efficiency of your business.  
 

Over the years, we have had the opportunity to work with larger logistics operations, 
transportation companies, and warehousers, and have had to adapt and grow our operation to meet the 
needs of more complex activity. 
 

In addition to our premier location, near rail and major interstates, we have built infrastructure to suit 
the needs of varied clients: 

1. Security - We offer 24/7/365 on-site security, ensuring all units are secured and recorded. We 
have a well-lit entrance and strategically positioned lights throughout the secure parking space. 
Additionally, we have installed a top-of-the-line camera system that is actively reviewed by a 
remote security team. 

2. Container Wall - Assure Parking has a container wall surrounding the perimeter and throughout 
the facility where loaded trailers can be backed into a container.  This ensures that the seal will not 
be broken and doors cannot be accessed. 

3. Inventory - All units are inbounded and outbounded by our on-site security team, ensuring the 
unit is attached to the correct account. We can work with you to set additional security standards 
(ex. collecting and confirming BOLs, contacting dispatch, requiring dispatch information at 
outbound, approved carriers). We take physical inventory twice each day, confirming the unit is 
on the yard and it's location. 

4. Reporting - You will receive reporting three times each day with a report of all transactions that 
have occurred, as well as current live inventory of your units.  

5. Available Space – Assure Parking is the largest secure drop yard in Memphis, TN with over 2,000 
spaces. We can work with your team to define a partnership for daily or monthly space rental, and 
can provide acreage parking quotes for larger operations. 

6. Customer Service - You can reach our onsite customer service team and guard staff 24/7/365. 
7. Parking Efficiency - We provide the location of each unit, ensuring your drivers can quickly and 

efficiently access the unit. Our guard staff is well trained on the yard and can aid drivers to find 
their unit. 

Please let us know if you have any further questions, we look forward to earning your business. 
 
Thank You, 
 
Assure Parking 


